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Research Subject
Capacity to timely discover and to efficiently respond to rapid changes in the
environment is a major goal of an enterprise of the future. According to [ 4][6], a firm’s
ability to adapt to dynamic environments depends first on the agility of its business
processes. Therefore, design and development of new process management systems
enabling process adaptation at run time are essential.
The subject of this PhD thesis lies on the intersection of three research areas: business
process modeling, formal methods and formal concept analysis. We propose to explore
formal methods and formal concept analysis (FCA) and to build a novel approach for agile
process modelling, simulation and analysis. In particular we propose to apply these techniques
for unstructured processes such as case management processes (CMP).
Case management processes have multiple applications, including licensing and permitting
in government, insurance application and claim processing in insurance, patient care and
medical diagnosis in healthcare, etc. CMP can be characterized by the following: it is driven
by emergent knowledge about the case subject or the environment; largely based on human
expertise; highly unpredictable; difficult to replicate; hard to analyze and improve as no
HOWTOs available.
We subdivide the problem on two complementary axes:
1. Processes Specification for Process Agility
A business process can be seen as a sequence of events triggered by activities of business
process actors. The majority of existing methods for business process design follow
imperative principles, implying that the order of (internal or external) process events is
predefined. At run time, processes follow the configured model with limited possibilities to
deviate from the predefined scenario. This technique guarantees better control over processes
and helps to avoid costly errors. However, providing a high degree of control, aforementioned
formalisms suffer from the lack of agility [8][9][10][11].

The first challenge related to this PhD thesis is to find an appropriate (mathematical)
formalism for representation and reasoning about case management processes (CMP) while
ensuring an appropriate level of agility.
To ensure a greater agility, the shift of the traditional imperative paradigm for process design
and exploration of declarative principles is required. In [BPMDS13][RCIS13] the abstract
formalism based on finite state machine (FSM) semantics [33] has been proposed. (Other
examples of models of computations include Pi-calculus[34], Lambda-calculus[35] etc.)
Within this formalism, we put the notion of “activity” implicit; only the events resulting from
an activity execution are observable. In [BPMDS], we use the term “navigation” to describe
the way a process should be executed.
We suggest that, instead of following a predefined execution scenario, a process navigates in
the process “state space”, dynamically adjusting its path based on the current state,
current situation and navigation rules.
At a given moment of time, a process state can be defined by its business status or, more
formally, by a set of characteristic variables and their values at this moment of time (e.g. for
the patient care process, we can define the abstract states “admitted”, “inDiagnostics”,
“inTreatment”, “discharged”. Each of these states can be defined by a set of values
characterizing patient’s condition: body temperature, blood pressure, etc.)
Based on this formalism, initial navigation rules for process guidance based on Formal
Concept Analysis and Galois lattices [36][37] are defined. We specify the resulting process as
a set of activities that can be dynamically assembled at run time into one of the (nonforbidden) process scenarios.
The research questions for this research axis are the following:
- What is an appropriate formalism for (case management) process modelling that
supports agility? Which model of computation suits best for CMP? (FSM, LTS,
others?) What is the appropriate abstract syntax?
- What type of semantics to define (denotational, axiomatic, operational)? How?
- What is the appropriate concrete syntax and (visual) modelling notation? (BPMNlike? Other?)
- Which perspectives to distinguish (designer’s, user’s, manager’s, analyst’s,
engineer’s)?

2. Processes Simulation and Analysis
Once the process formalism is chosen and the process can be described or documented, the
next step is to simulate, analyse and improve the process (as traditional workflow-based
approaches do). The second challenge related to this PhD work is to explore the
opportunities provided by automated model checking, theore m proving and formal
concept analysis for process model validation and for guided process execution.
The research questions for this axis are the following:
- How to simulate a declarative process specification? How to interpret the results?
How to communicate the results back to the domain specialists? How to establish a
feedback loop?
- What are ”navigation rules”? How to define/formalize/communicate them? How to
choose the “right” action? What the “right” action actually means? Metrics of success
or “rightness”?

-

Path finding: Given that the “destination” for a process it is its goal, how to calculate
the “most favourable” path to this destination? How to navigate when the main
destination is not achievable?
What kinds of analysis/validation can be required? Which techniques to apply?

Scientific background
Business Process Modeling
The Business Process modeling formalisms defined by Unified Modeling Language, EventDriven Process Chain (EPC), and Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) gain the
wide recognition among practitioners today. These and other dominant business process and
workflow supporting formalisms are almost systematically activity oriented (or imperative):
the main advantage of these formalisms is a possibility to generate executable process
specifications and also to simulate and validate these specifications prior to the process
deployment. This technique guarantees better control over processes and helps to avoid costly
errors. However, providing a high degree of control, aforementioned formalisms suffer from
the lack of adaptability: once the process is designed, it becomes difficult (if at all possible) to
adjust it with respect to a changing execution context or emerging knowledge. Thus, being
well suited for prescriptive, context-specific business processes, these modeling formalisms
are not appropriate for the case management process modeling (CMPM) in particular.
Formal Methods
In computer science, formal methods are a particular kind of mathematically based techniques
for the specification, development and verification of software and hardware systems[14].
The examples of formal methods include Z notation [21][22][23], B- method [24], Alloy
specification language [18], etc.
Formal methods can be used for step-wise system design: they provide a formal specification
of the system to be developed at different levels of details and allow for accurate refine ment
(transition from one level to another). The resulting formal specification can be used to verify
that the require ments for the system being developed have been completely and accurately
specified.
There are two main approaches to formal verification: model checking [25] and a theorem
proving based on logical inference [26]. These approaches are proven very efficient in design
and specification of safety-critical system. However, due to their complexity, approaches
based on a formal semantics, model checking and verification using theorem proving are
rarely used outside the technical domain.
The claim of workflow-based, process-driven or other imperative design methodology
proponents is that the imperative specifications can be validated, analyzed and controlled,
assuring stable performance and predictable results. Similar results, however, can be assured
by providing formal semantics for ”unpredictable” declarative models and, eventually,
applying the formal methods for process model verification.
Formal Concept Analysis
FCA is a mathematical theory relying on the use o f formal contexts and Galois lattices. The
use of Galois lattices to describe a relation between two sets has led to various classification
methods: a Galois lattice gathers elements, which have common properties in clusters, called

formal concepts. A partial order exists among these concepts, which form a lattice with an
upper and a lower bound. Since their creation, Galois lattices have been used in numerous
contexts to extract hidden knowledge from data.
Formal concept analysis provides a universal tool for clustering the objects as well it can be
used as underlying semantics for a recommenders system, providing a selected subset of
elements that correspond to a certain criteria. Its joint use with formal methods and context
modelling is very promising in the context of agile business management.
Application domain: Case Management Process
Davenport [12], [12] defines case management process as a process that is not predefined or
repeatable, but instead, depends on its evolving circumstances and decisions regarding a
particular situation, a case. He discusses the need in specific approaches to handle such
processes. The Case Management Process Modeling (CMPM) Request For Proposal released
by OMG on September 2009 [4] expresses the particular demand of practitioners in the case
management solutions. OMG defines case as “A situation, set of circumstances or initiat ive
that requires a set of actions to achieve an acceptable outcome or objective.…”. A CMP can
be characterized by the following: it is driven by emergent knowledge about the case subject
or the environment; largely based on tacit knowledge (e.g. human expertise); highly
unpredictable; difficult to replicate; hard to analyze and improve as no HOWTOs available.

Requested Work
The candidate will have to carry out the work in the following three directions:
A. State of the art
B. Development of a methodology for agile process modelling simulation and analysis
C. Definition of Formal semantics, Concrete syntax, techniques for Simulation and
Analysis.
D. Implementation of this methodology: developing a prototype
E. Experimenting with this prototype: developing and working on the case studies

Requirements
The candidate must hold a M.Sc. in Computer Science (or equivalent). He/She must have
very good programming skills (C++ or Java), solid skills in formal methods (Alloy is a
preference) and model checking / theorem proving techniques. The candidate should have
good writing skills in English. He/She must be highly motivated, independent, with a real
ability to organize and follow a schedule.

To apply: send a detailed CV (resume) (in English), a motivation letter (in English), copy
of official transcript of student record (B.Sc and M.Sc) and letters of reference to Irina
Rychkova (irina.rychkova@univ-paris1.fr
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